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Using Green’s function method, electron transport in graphene folding junctions (GFJs) are stud-
ied. All of these junctions are bilayer structures with AA or AB stacking. As for the AA-stacking
GFJs, their transport properties are strongly dependent on the edge form and folding angle. The
armchair GFJs (AGFJs) with a folding angle of 600 have high reflection to electrons, while those
with a folding angle of 1200 are nearly reflectionless and transparent. The zigzag GFJs (ZGFJs)
show an opposite transport behavior: the junctions with a folding angle of 600 are nearly transparent
while those of folding angle 1200 have high reflection. As for the AB-stacking GFJs, their transport
properties are insensitive to the edge form or folding angle, and all junctions exhibit less reflection
to electrons. In addition, interesting edge states different from those in the unfolded nanoribbons
are found in the GFJs. Our results indicate that GFJs can be served either as resistors for tuning
attenuation of currents or as interconnects for changing directions of current in all graphene-based
nano-electronics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Graphene is an atomically thin sheet1,2. By etching or patterning methods, various nanoribbons3,4, nanojunctions5–7

and nanocircuits8 can be obtained from a single graphene sheet, similar to the paper cutting. So ”paper-cutting
electronics” has been proposed based on the fact that one can utilize cutting geometry to tune transport properties
of graphene9,10. Interestingly, graphene not only can be cut like a piece of paper, but also can be folded like paper.
Although graphene is stiff in the planar direction11, it can be easily warped in the out-of-plane direction12–21. The
orientation or location of folding can be controled17–20, and the folding bilayer structures are mostly AA or AB
stacking. After folding, the electronic properties of graphene or graphene nanoribbons are significantly changed21–25.
The energy band of folded graphene transits from symmetrical to asymmetrical due to the interlayer interaction and
the closed boundary22. The energy gaps of folded armchair nanoribbons decrease, and the decrease value depends on
the interlayer displacement23. Some exotic quantum transport phenomena are also observed in the folded graphene
or folded nanoribbons, such as odd and even coexisting conductance steps23, transition from metal to half-metal24,
and zero energy edge states (a kind of effectively chiral one-dimensional channels)25, etc. These studies imply that
folding is a very effective method to tune electric properties of graphene. So, one can fold graphene (or nanoribbons)
into various nanodevice and even all-graphene nanocircuits similar to paper folding. Compared with the single layer
graphene-based nanodevices, the nanodevices based on the folded graphene are bilayer structures and thus possess a
great advantage: their electronic properties can be tuned continuously and reversibly by adjusting the interlayer atomic
displacement. In this novel ”paper-folding electronics”, graphene junctions folded by nanoribbons are most attractive,
because they could be served not only as the basic elements but also as the interconnects for wiring individual circuite
elements. However, recent attentions have been only focused on folding nanoribbons into one-dimensional ribbon
structures22–25. The graphene folding junctions (GFJs) formed by folding nanoribbons along other directions have
not been studied so far.
In this paper, we study electron transport in the GFJs which are bilayer structures folded by single-layer nanorib-

bons. Because the folded graphene found in the experiment are mostly AA or AB stacking12,13, here we only consider
AA- or AB-stacking GFJs, even if maybe they have some other stacking forms26. In case of AA or AB stacking, all
GFJs only have two folding angles, i.e., 600 and 1200, as shown in Figs. 1(a-f). As for the AA-stacking GFJs in
Figs. 1(a-d), it is found that the edge form and folding angle have significant effect on their transport properties.
The electron transport in armchair GFJs (AGFJs) is quite different from that in zigzag GFJs (ZGFJs). For example,
the AGFJs with a folding angle of 600 (600-AGFJs) show high reflection as electrons transmit across the junction,
while the ZGFJs with the same folding angle are reflectionless to electrons; the AGFJs with a folding angle of 1200

(1200-AGFJs) are nearly reflectionless and transparent to electrons, while ZGFJs with the same angle have high
reflection. The different transport properties of these junctions are originated from their different inter-layer coupling
forms. As for the AB-stacking GFJs in Figs. 1(e-f), electron transport in them is less sensitive to folding angle or
edge forms, and all junctions show less reflection to electrons. The transport characteristics of these GFJs become
more prominent with the increase of their width or the decrease of their inter-layer distance. Therefore, different type
of GFJs can maybe serve as different electrical elements. Some can be used as resistors in the nanocircuits, such as
AA-staking 600-AGFJ; while some can be used as reflectionless interconnects to change current direction, such as
AA-stacking 1200-AGFJs. In addition, interesting edge states are found in the AA-stacking ZGFJs. The edge states,
transmitting toward the folding area from one layer, are forced to change direction and move onto the opposite edge
of the other layer after crossing the folding junction.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

The GFJs we considered are shown in Figs. 1(a-f). All of these junctions consist of a central scattering region and
two semi-infinite nanoribbons. The central scattering region includes a nanotube-like fold (red atoms) and a finite
triangle stacking region (blue atoms). As mentioned above, the stacking form of the finite triangle region is AA or
AB stacking. In case of AA stacking, the AGFJs only have two types. One is 600-AGFJs, the other is 1200-AGFJs,
as shown in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The AA-stacking ZGFJs also have two types: ZGFJs with a folding
angle of 600 (600-ZGFJs) in Fig. 1(c) and ZGFJs with a folding angle of 1200 (1200-ZGFJs) in Fig. 1(d). In case of
AB stacking, both AGFJs and ZGFJs only have one type, i.e., 1200-AGFJ in Fig. 1(e) and 600-ZGFJ in Fig. 1(f).
The widths of AGFJ and ZGFJ are labeled by NA (dimer chains) and NZ (zigzag chains), respectively. In these
junctions, the folds (red atoms) are parts of armchair or zigzag nanotubes. For example, in Figs. 1(b), 1(c), 1(e) and
1(f) the folds are parts of armchair nanotubes with a radius about 0.53nm; while in Figs. 1(a) and 1(d) the folds are
parts of zigzag nanotubes with a radius about 0.52nm. After the curvature effect (strains in the fold) is omitted, the
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nearest-neighbor tight-binding model,

H = t
∑

<i,j>

(c†icj +H.C.) + V
∑

<l,m>

(c†l cm +H.c.), (1)

can be used to describe the electronic properties of these junctions, where t represents the intra-layer hopping energy,
and V is the inter-layer hopping energy only existing in the finite triangle stacking regions (see the blue atoms). The
Green’s function method can be used to calculate transport properties of these junctions27. According to the Green’s
function scheme, the Green’s function of the structure is expressed as

GS = [E −H0 − ΣL − ΣR]
−1

, (2)

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the central scattering region, and ΣL,R is the self-energy of the left or right lead. The
self-energies can be calculated by the recursive Green’s function method28. Once the total Green’s function GS is
obtained, one can calculate the conductance and the density of state (DOS)

G =
2e2

h
Tr[ΓLG

†
SΓRGS ], (3)

D = −ImTr[GS]/π, (4)

where ΓL,R = i[ΣL,R − Σ∗
L,R] is the coupling function of the lead28.

It is noted that the calculations of DFT method demonstrate that the geometries of the GFJs are very complicated26.
The fold shape, fold radius, inter-layer distance and stacking forms are all associated tightly with the initial structures.
Here we focus on the effect of stacking form, folding angle and edge style on the transport properties of GFJs, so the
shapes of folds are fixed and the curvature effect of fold is omitted.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Fig. 2, the conductance as a function of electron energy for AA-stacking 600- and 1200-AGFJs are shown. One
can find that the folding angle has no effect on the energy gap. Both 600-AGFJ and 1200-AGFJ are metallic as their
widths NA = 14, and they have the same energy gap as NA = 13 (see the inset). However, one can find that the folding
angle has significant influence on the transport properties. The conductance of 1200-AGFJ is symmetric around the
Fermi energy and conductance steps appear in the profile (see the dashed line), which is similar to the case of unfolded
armchair nanoribbon. While the conductance of 600-AGFJ is asymmetric and the conductance steps are destroyed
by oscillations (see the solid line). Moreover, the conductance of 600-AGFJ is lower than that of 1200-AGFJ. This
indicates that electrons can transmit across the junction of angle 1200 without reflection, but suffer reflection in the
junction of angle 600.
The difference of transport properties between 600-AGFJ and 1200-AGFJ become more prominent as their width

increases. Figure 3(a) shows the conductance of 600-AGFJ with three different width NA. The wider the width of
the junction, the lower the conductance of electrons around the Fermi energy, i.e., the higher the reflection in the
junction. Therefore, the reflection in the junction increases with the width. This point is more clearly reflected by
the inset in Fig. 3(a). The conductance gradually decreases with the increase of width, at last the electron transport
is blocked completely by the wider junction. As a comparison, Figure 3(b) shows the conductance of 1200-AGFJs
with different width. One can find that the middle conductance step maintains very well as the width increases. The
variation of width just varies the range of the step. Therefore the electron transport in the 1200-AGFJ is insensitive
to the width. Electrons can transmit across the junctions without reflection even in the very wider junctions.
Why transport properties of the two AA-stacking AGFJs have so much difference? It can be explained by different

inter-layer coupling form of the two structures. It is known that graphene nanoribbons consist of A and B, two
triangle sublattices. The interaction between A and B atoms is called AB coupling, while the interaction between
A atoms (or B atoms) is called AA (or BB) coupling. The coupling of intra-layer nearest-neighbor atoms in the
unfolded nanoribbons is AB coupling. Seen from Fig. 1(h), the atoms in armchair or zigzag nanoribbons are AA (or
BB) symmetric about the solid line. The 600-AGFJ can be obtained by folding the armchair nanoribbon along the
solid line, therefore, after folding the coupling of inter-layer nearest-neighbor atoms is AA (or BB) coupling. In this
case, the inter-layer coupling and the intra-layer coupling in the junction are different. The incompatible coupling
form destroys the symmetry of conductance and results in high reflection to electrons. However, the 1200-AGFJ is
obtained by folding the armchair nanoribbon along the dashed line in Fig. 1(h). After folding, the inter-layer and
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intra-layer coupling forms in the junction are consistent, namely, both have AB coupling, which leads to reflectionless
transmission in the junction. So, although the 600-AGFJ in Fig. 1(a) and the 1200-AGFJ in Fig. 1(b) are both AA
stacking, the different inter-layer coupling forms of the two structures result in different transport behaviors.
The inter-layer distance of GFJs can be changed by the stress perpendicular to the layer. The change of distance

leads to the variation of the inter-layer hopping energy V . The smaller the distance, the larger the inter-layer hopping
energy. We examine the stress effect on the electron transport in the GFJs by changing V . Figures 3(c) and 3(d) show
respectively the conductance of AA-stacking 600-AGFJs and 1200-AGFJs with different hopping energy V . One can
find that the effect of changing inter-layer hopping energy on conductance is similar to that of changing the nanoribbon
width. The conductance of 600-AGFJ decreases with the increase of hopping energy V (see fig. 3(c)), indicating that
the reflection in the junction can be tuned by the perpendicular stress. While the conductance step of 1200-AGFJ
nearly does not change with the hopping energy (see Fig. 3(d)), indicating that the junction is reflectionless to
electrons even under large perpendicular stress.
From the results in Fig. 3, one can conclude that, AA-stacking 600-AGFJs can serve as current attenuations

analogous to resistors, and stronger attenuation can be obtained by serial combination of junctions; while AA-stacking
1200-AGFJs can be used as a robust reflectionless interconnect to change current direction.
Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the conductance profiles for AA-stacking 600-ZGFJs and 1200-ZGFJs, respectively.

Firstly, one can see that the conductance profiles of both ZGFJs display a complicated behavior around the Fermi
energy, where some sharp conductance peaks appear. This is due to the existence of edge states in the zigzag
structures. Secondly, the folding angle has drastic influence on the transport properties. 600-ZGFJs and 1200-ZGFJs
exhibit completely different conductance characteristics. As for the 600-ZGFJs, the conductance is symmetric about
E = 0, and there exist perfect conductance steps[see Fig. 4(a)]. Moreover, the shape of the step maintains very
well under the variation of width. Electrons in the energy window of steps can transmit across the junction without
reflection. As for the 1200-ZGFJs, however, there are many oscillation on the conductance profiles (see Fig. 4(b)).
The wider the junction width, the more the oscillations in the profiles, i.e., electrons in the junctions suffer high
reflection. These indicate that the electron transport in the ZGFJs is opposite to the case in the AGFJs, although
the AGFJs and ZGFJs are both AA stacking. The reason can be also explained by different inter-layer coupling
forms of the two types of GFJs. The 600-AGFJ and 1200-ZGFJ are both formed by folding nanoribbons along the
solid line in Fig. 1(h), while the 600-ZGFJ and 1200-AGFJ are both formed by folding nanoribbons along the dashed
line. Therefore, after folding, the inter-layer coupling of 600-ZGFJ is the same as that of the 1200-AGFJ, while the
inter-layer coupling of 1200-ZGFJ is the same as that of the 600-AGFJ. The opposite inter-layer coupling forms of
the two types of GFJs result in the opposite relationship for their transport properties.
To clearly show the transport properties of AA-stacking ZGFJs, in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) the conductance and DOS

for 600- and 1200-ZGFJs around the Fermi energy are illustrated. One can find from Fig. 5(a) that there are three
sharp peaks in the conductance of 600-ZGFJ (see solid line). One peak is at E = 0 and the other two at E = ±0.021.
These peaks correspond to sharp DOS peaks, indicating that these resonant transmissions are induced by the localized
states in the junction. There are two peaks appear at E = 0.001 and 0.006 in the conductance of 1200-ZGFJ. The
two peaks also correspond to sharp DOS peaks. Asymmetric shape of the two peaks indicates that they are Fano
resonance induced by the localized states. Figure 5(c) shows the LDOS of the localized states in the ZGFJs. All of
these states are localized at the edges, i.e., edge states. But these edge states are different from those in the unfolded
zigzag nanoribbons. In the unfolded nanoribbons, the edge states always propagate along the same edge. While
the edge states in Fig. 5(c) are distributed at the opposite edges of two layers, which are somewhat similar to the
”zero energy edge states” in Ref.25. Electrons propagate firstly along one edge of a giving layer. After crossing the
folding area, they are forced to change direction and move onto the opposite edge of the other layer. Meanwhile, the
edge states are also correlated with the folding angle of the junctions. For example, at E = 0, the edge state in the
600-ZGFJ is formed at the outer edges of the junction, while that in the 1200-ZGFJ is formed at the inner edges of
the junction.
Finally, we study electron transport in the AB-stacking GFJs. Figures 6(a) and 6(b) show the conductance of

AB-stacking 1200-AGFJs with different width and inter-layer hopping energy V , respectively. One can find that
the transport properties are similar to those of AA-stacking 1200-AGFJs. The conductance step is insensitive to
the width and also insensitive to the inter-layer hopping energy. Therefore, electrons with energies in the step can
transmit across this kind of junctions with less reflection. Figure 7 shows the conductance of AB-stacking 600-ZGFJs
with different width NZ . Except the energy near E = 0, the perfect conductance step maintains very well under the
variation of width, indicating that the junctions are reflectionless to the electrons in the energy window of step. This
is similar to the case of AA-stacking 600-ZGFJs in Fig. 4(a). However, the edge states in the AB-stacking ZGFJs are
different from those in the AA-stacking junctions. There exist a perfect edge state on one edge, while the edge state
on the other edge disappears due to the inter-layer coupling (see the inset in Fig. 7). Moreover, the edge state only
transport along the same edge like that in the unfolded nanoribbons.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, electron transport in the AA- and AB-stacking GFJs are studied by using the Green’s function method.
As for the AA-stacking GFJs, their transport properties are strongly dependent on the edge form and folding angle, due
to different inter-layer coupling forms. In the 600-AGFJ and 1200-ZGFJ, the inter-layer and intra-layer couplings are
different. The incompatible coupling destroys the symmetry of conductance and results in high reflection to electrons.
However, in the 1200-AGFJ and 600-ZGFJ, the two coupling forms are consistent and thus these junctions are nearly
reflectionless and transparent to electrons. As for the AB-stacking GFJs, the conductance is insensitive to the edge
form and folding angle, and all junctions has less reflection to electrons. According to the transport characteristics, the
junctions AA-stacking 600-AGFJ and 1200-ZGFJ can serve as resistors in the folded circuits, while the other junctions
can act as reflectionless interconnects. In addition, interesting resonant transmissions induced by edge states are found
in ZGFJs. Different from the edge states in unfolded zigzag nanoribbons, the edge states in AA-stacking ZGFJs are
distributed at different edges of two layers of the junction, which may provide a novel approach to tune spin transport.
Finally, we should note that in this paper we omit the influence of the fold, such as the fold shape, fold radius and the
curvature effect, on the transport properties of GFJs, which may induce some other interesting transport phenomena.
So in the later study we will discuss the effect of these factors.
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Figure Caption

Fig. 1. (Color online) Top view of (a) AA-stacking 600-AGFJ; (b) AA-stacking 1200-AGFJ; (c) AA-stacking 600-
ZGFJ; (d) AA-stacking 1200-ZGFJ; (e) AB-stacking 1200-AGFJ; (f) AB-stacking 600-ZGFJ. NA and NZ represent
the width of AGFJ and ZGFJ, respectively. The blue atoms label overlapping areas of two layers, while the red
atoms label the fold. (g) Side view of GFJs which consist of a nanotube-like fold (red atoms) and two semi-infinite
nanoribbons. (h) Part of a graphene nanoribbon, which is an armchair nanoribbon if extending along horizontal
direction or a zigzag nanoribbon if extending along perpendicular direction. The AA-stacking AGFJs/ZGFJs in (a-d)
can be formed by folding the armchair/zigzag nanoribbons along the solid or dashed line.
Fig. 2. (Color online) The conductance as a function of electron energy for the AA-stacking 600-AGFJ (solid line)

and 1200-AGFJ (dashed line) with width NA = 14 (V = 0.1). Inset: The conductance for the two junctions with
width NA = 13.
Fig. 3. The conductance as a function of electron energy for the AA-stacking (a) 600-AGFJ and (b) 1200-AGFJ

with different NA (V = 0.1); Inset in (a): The conductance for AA-stacking 600-AGFJs as a function of width NA

at E = 0 (solid line) and 0.1 (dotted line). The conductance as a function of electron energy for the AA-stacking (c)
600-AGFJ and (d) 1200-AGFJ with different inter-layer hopping energy V (NA = 14).
Fig. 4. (Color online) The conductance as a function of electron energy for the AA-stacking (a) 600-ZGFJs and

(b) 1200-ZGFJs with different width NZ (V = 0.1). Solid, dashed and dotted lines represent NZ = 8, 12 and 15,
respectively.
Fig. 5. (Color online) The conductance (a) and DOS (b) as a function of electron energy near E = 0 for the

AA-stacking 600-ZGFJ (solid line) and 1200-ZGFJ (dashed line) (NZ = 8 and V = 0.1). (c) The LDOS of localized
states in the junctions. Top two are localized states in AA-stacking 600-ZGFJ corresponding to DOS peaks at E = 0
and E = ±0.021; Bottom two are localized states in AA-stacking 1200-ZGFJ corresponding to DOS peaks at E = 0
and E = 0.005.
Fig. 6. (Color online) (a) The conductance as a function of electron energy for the AB-stacking 1200-AGFJs with

different NA (V = 0.1); (b) The conductance as a function of electron energy for the AB-stacking 1200-AGFJs with
different inter-layer hopping energy V (NA = 14).
Fig. 7. (Color online) The conductance as a function of electron energy for the AB-stacking 600-ZGFJs with

different width NZ (V = 0.1). Solid, dashed and dotted lines represent NZ = 8, 12 and 15, respectively. Inset: The
LDOS of localized states in the junction with NZ = 8 at E = 0.
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